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Ab s t r ac t

Progress in testing semiconductor drift
detectors is reported. Generally better position and
energy resolutions were obtained than resolutions
published previously. The improvement is mostly due
to new electronics better matched to different detec-
tors. It is shown that semiconductor drift detectors
are becoming versatile and reliable detectors for
position and energy measurements.

1. Introduction

Semiconductor drift detectors were recently
proposed [1,2]. The first detector working on this
new idea was produced at LBL in 1983 ( 3 ) . At the
beginning of 1984 several drift detectors were pro-
duced at TU-MUnchen. A description of these detec-
tors, along with an account of their production and
first results of their performances, is published in
Re f . [ 4 ] .

In this paper we report new test resul.s of
detectors produced at rU-Munchen. We compare their
actual performance with the performance derived from
the theory of these detectors. We point out short-
comings of the existing detectors and discuss possi-
ble improvements. To keep this paper short we will
often refer to published articles. Section 2 de-
scribes briefly the principles of semiconductor drift
detectors. Section 3 which deals with the position
measurement in silicon drift detectors is divided
into two parts. Part A describes results obtained
from tests of a continuous anode detector; Part B
deals with the test of a multi-anode chamber. Sec-
tion 4 is dedicated to the energy measurement with
drift detectors. Parts A and B describe results of
tests at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temper-
ature, respectively. Part C deals with practical
biasing of detectors and Part D describes a method of
self timing. We will conclude with a list summariz-
ing the achieved performance of silicon drift detec-
tors.

2. Principles of Semiconductor Drift Detectors

Fig. 1 shows the principle of semiconductor
drift detectors [1,2]. The novel feature of this
relatively new detector is a transport of electrons
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Fig. I.

parallel to large surfaces of the detector onto a
small area anode (n+ electrode) connected to the
input of an amplifier. The controlled transport of
electrons, created by a detected particle, from point
of origin to the anode has the two following advan-
tages.

i) The drift time of electrons within the detec-
tor depends on the electron drift distance. The
drift detector is thus a position sensitive
detector.
ii) The capacitance of the anode is small and
practically independent of the detector size.
The small anode capacitance decreases the effect
of the preamplifier series noise. Low noise
detection systems with large detectors are
possible to realize with the new detector.

The electric field responsible for the electron
transport inside the detector of Fig. 1 is shown in
Fig. 2. The potential energy of electrons (or nega-
tive electric potential) is shown in the x,y plane.
The potential does not depend on the z-coordinate
along the rectifying p+v junction; the potential
problem is thus two dimensional. The detector made
from v-type silicon is fully depleted of free car-
riers, hence the negative potential has to satisfy
Poisson's equation:

2 2 N »q



Fig. 2.

where Np is the density of ionized donors in sili-
con bulk; cr is the relative dielectric constant; q
and EO have their usual meaning of electronic charge
(positive) and permeability, respectively. The
potential shown in Fig. 2 is a close realization of
an ideal *; potential (shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. [3])
which is a sum of a linear potential along the y-
coordinate (drift coordinate) and a parabolic poten-
tial along the x-coordinate.

-*.(x,y)
2Vr (:-*„>'

IT . v (2)

where xg is the x-coordinate of the minimum of the
electron potential energy and En is the drift
field. The potential of Fig. 2 was realized by ap-
plying appropriate voltages to the linear array of
rectifying p*v junctions. The detector surface
between two adjacent junctions is covered by thermal-
ly grown S1O2. Positive charges in the oxide define
the remaining boundary conditions on Si-SiO2 inter-
face .

Electrons created by fast particles cross-
ing che detector are focused by th<? field into the
center plane of the detector and transported in tnis
plane towards the anode. The drift time of electrons
is measured as the delay of signal induced on the
anode by a cloud of arriving electrons relative to
the crossing time of the fast particle. The electron
drift time is proportional to the distance between
anode and the place where electrons were created by
the passage of a fast particle.

The electric field has a different shape in
the region of the detector close to the anode. Here
the minimum of the electron potential energy is
shifted from Che central plane of the detector toward
the anode side of the detector. The potential of

this anode region is shown in Fig. 4 of Ref. [3].
More information about drift detectors and their pro-
duction can be found in Refs. [4] and [5],

3. Position Measurements with Silicon Drift
Detectors

A detailed analysis of position measurement
in silicon drift aetectors was presented in Ref.
[3], The shape of a filter which optimizes the posi-
tion resolution was derived. The filter takes into
account

i) electron diffusion (and mutual repulsion of
electrons) during the drift to the anode;

ii) series noise of the preampliier, and;
iii) detector leakage current.

The electron diffusion is rather large due to a
relatively long drift time of electrons (a " 100 |jm
for practical distances and practical values of the
drift field En). The optimum filtering essentially
finds the centroid of drift times for all electrons
arriving at the anode and keeps the fluctuations from
the remaining noise sources small. The predict'.d
position resolution is about 4 nn for a drift dis-
tance of 4 mm.

A. Continuous Anode Detector

The silicon detector on which tests were
performed is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [41. The
length of Che anode is 10mm and maximum drift dis-
tance is 4 mm. As described in Ref. [4] two anodes
are used to remove che right-left ambiguity.
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Fig. 3

Figure 3 shows the resolution as a function
of drift field En for a constant drift distance d »
3.85 mm. Experimental points are shown by black
dots. Curve A shows the calculated resolution for
filter used in the measurement and optimized for a
drift field En - 150V/cm. Curve B shows the best
resolution obtainable if optimized filters were used
for all values of the field En. The resolution
shown in Fig. 3 was obtained under laboratory condi-
tions with light pulses focused on the surface of the
detector. The light intensity was adjusted to pro-
duce the same number of electrons as a minimum ioniz-
ing particle passing through the detector. The
r.ra.s. of the distribution of drift time for light
pulses was measured for each value of En and multi-
plied by the drift velocity to obtain the position
resolution.
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Fig. 4

Figure 4 shows the resolution of the same
detector obtained with minimum ionizing particles
[6). The test was performed at the CERN SPS with the
help of equipment of the NA32 experiment. The posi-
tion of 100 GeV/c n~ was measured in the NA32 silicon
microstrip detectors and the posit ion of n~ predicted
in the otane of the drift defector. The distribution
of the differences between the predicted position and
measured position in the drift detector was produced
for each value of the drift field Ep. The error in
the predicted position from the raicrostrip detectors
(a 7 î n) was subtracted in quadrature from the
r.m.s. of totaL differences and plotted in Fig. 4 as
a function of the drift field. The best resolution
obtained in the beam test is about 11 am for a drift
field of 200V/cm.

Let us list the possible reasons for the
deterioration of the resolution in the beam test and
suggest ways to achieve its "theoretical" value.

a) Temperature dependence of the electron
mob i1ity u. For pure v-type silicon near room temp-
erature the -ilectron mobility varies as T"2*^2[7]
(T is the absolute temperature). To keep the e lec-
tron roobilii.y constant within one part in thousand
the temper cure has to be constant within 0.13°C.

The temperature remains sufficiently
constant during lab measurements with the light
pulser, where one measurement lasts typically only a
few minutes. This may not be the case for the beam
test where a measurement at one value of the drift
field lasts several hours.
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uniformly d?ioss Che thickness of the detector
(y=const.) on the drift coordinate y. One pitch of
the drift structure, that is, the sum of the width of
the rectifying junction and the width of Si-SiO2
interface is shown. (Position coordinate in Figs. 5
and 6 corresponds to the y-coordinate of Fig. 2.)
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To control the temperature of silicon
detectors within 0.L3°C might not be practical in a
real experiment. Contitiuous calibration by injecting
a charge into a given position in the detector at a
given time would track the changes in the electron
mobility and remove the error due to temperature
changes.

b) Differential nonlinearities. For the
ideal potential <t>i(* ,y) given by Eq. (2), the elec-
tron drift time is strictly proportional to the drift
distance in the y direction independently of the x-
coordinate. In a drift detector with a potential as
shown in Fig. 2 there is a slight dependence of the
electron drift time on the x-coordinate of the origin
re the ionization. Fig. 5 shows the calculated de-
pendence of the mean drift time of electrons produced

Fig. 6

Crosses on Fig. 6 show deviation from the
linear dependence in ns (left scale) and pm (right
scale). The effect of differential nonlinearity was
observed in the beam test and is shown in Fig. 18 of
Ref. [4j. The nonlinearity can be corrected by a
nonlinear drift distance-drift time calibration on-
line or off-line. It is also not difficult to pro-
duce and to operate a drift detector with the drift
structure pitch of less than 75 pin. In such a fine
structure the effect of differential nonlinearity
should be negligible. Closely related to the differ-
ential nonlinearity is:



c) Nonideal isochronism. Electrons created
at the same y-coordinate but at different depth x
within the detectors reach the anode at slightly dif-
ferent times. The r.ra.s. of this spread for uniform
ionization across the detector is also plotted in
Fig. 6. Fluctuations in the density of the ioniza-
tion along the path of the particle produce fluctua-
tions in the drift time measured as the arrival of
the centroid of the total charge.

Let us estimate the effect of the nonideal
isochronisra for the "Landau" fluctuations of the ion-
ization density of minimum ionizing particles. The
statistical ensemble consists of particles with fluc-
tuating density of ionization crossing the detector
at a given coordinate y. We have to calculate the
ensemble variance of the arrival time of the centroid
of the chaige of electrons produced by the ioniza-
tion .

The arrival time of a single event of the
ensemble is defined as:

d d N , .
/ t(x)-q(x)dx / /q(x)dx = Z t(x.) q JJ

0 j J0
N

= Z t(x.)-W.(x ...«„)
where t(x) denotes the drift time of an electron
created at the depth x inside the detector, d is the
detector thickness, q(x) the ionization density at x,
and Wj the statistical weight. For our calculation
it is convenient to approximate the integral by a sum
of N small intervals Ax covering the detector
thickness. We notice that W : (x \ ,x 2 • - -x̂ j) depends
on the ionization in all intervals Ax. The variance
of t is a double sum

var(t) = Z

j.'

t(x.)tCx.) •cor(W.,W. )
J 1 J 1

(4)

We simplify the calculation by the assumption of zero
correlation between ionization densities at different
coordinates x. Correlations between statistical
weights W-s can be then calculated by a standard
method of Taylor's expansion around their mean
values.

(5)

where var(q) is the variance of density q (indepen-
dent of interval number), q is the mean density and
6ji has its usual meaning a6 the Kronecker symbol.
SuDstitution of (5) into (4) gives after some elemen-
tary manipulations.

var(t) = (6)

(7)

where 6t (cr 6JO is the r.ro.s. of the time (or posi-
tion) spread as plotted in Fig. 6; Q = N'q-Ax 19 the
mean value of the total ionization and var(Q) is its
variance. The relative width OQ/Q of the Landau
distribution is experimentally known (Fig. 17 of
Ref. 4) to be about 20%. Taking the experimental
value of the relative width of the ionization fluctu-
ation in the detector we correct to some extent the
error made by our assumption of zero correlation

between densities of ionization at different depth of
the detector.

Equation 7 gives for our detector O"t =
•4ns or U| = 2 um. Equation 7 may be too optimis-
tic. If the real error is twice the error predicted
by Eq. 7 the lack of perfect isochronistn contributes
significantly to the deterioration of the detector
position resolution for the minimum ionizing parti-
cles.

These fluctuations cannot be corrected by
any sophisticated calibration for the existing drift
detector. To decrease the effect Co a negligible
level a drift detector with a finer structure of
drift electrodes has to be produced.

d) Misalignment of drift electrodes on two
sides of the detector. Due to an error in the mask
design drift electrodes on one side of the detector
are shifted by 20 um relative to the other side. The
misalignment is equivalent to a nonperpendicular
incident angle of particles to the surface of the
detector. Electrons produced by the ionization along
the particle path reach the anode at different
times. Previous analysis of deviations from iso-
chronism is directly applicable to our misalignment
and also generally applicable for an evaluation of
the position resolution for particles incident on the
detector at any angle.

Eq. 7 for S£=20um//12=7um gives o^=2 pm.

e) Electronic noise of the second amplifier
stage. The stability of the shaping amplifiers used
simultaneously in the beam test required the termi-
nation of cables at their input. The termination
lowered the effective gain of the preamplifier by a
factor of 2 and the noise of the second stage con-
tributed to the deterioration of the resolution.
Presently we have a new electronics system which
eliminates the problem.

To close the list of possible reasons for
the difference between the position resolution ob-
tained in the lab and in the beam, we would like to
stress that the relative resolution already achieved
in the beam test corresponds to an impressive ratio
of 1 in 400.

B. Position Resolution of Multi-anode Detector

Figure 6 in Ref. !?] shows the multianode
drift detector. The single line anode of Fig. 1 has
been segmented in 41 square pad anodes. Each pad
anode is read out by different preamplifiers followed
by a complete chain of electronics. Drift time and
total charge is measured for each anode. Drift time
measures the y-coordinate as in the previous case of
a continuous anode; division of charge among indivi-
dual anodes measures the z-coordinates. (The charge
sharing among anodes is due to the diffusion and
mutual repulsion of electrons during their drift
within the detector.) Multianode chambers thus mea-
sure both coordinates of particles in an unambiguous
way. A natural consequence of a larger number of
readout channels is an increase of the number of pai—
tides which can be measured within the detector for
the same interaction event.

Figures 7 and 8 show results of a prelim-
inary test of the multianode detector. Tests were
performed al the CERN SPS in a similar way as the
beam test of a continuous anode detector. Figures 7
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and 8 show the scatter plot of the position measured
in the multia.iode detector versus position predicted
from strip detectors in the y-(drift) coordinate and
z-coordinate, respectively.

The measured resolution is about 18 ;xra and
24 lira. From Fig. 8 one can deduce a root me^n square
of residuals (predicted minus measured position) of
31 \im. The r.m.s. of the prediction is 20 urn which
Leads Co above mentioned value of 24 ^n.

There is a visible kink on the scatter plot
of Fig. 7. We believe it is due to the distortion in
the predicted position from strip detector9 which
were damaged by beam radiation. We were not aware of
the damage and of the distortion of strip detectors
during the test.

For all the reasons discussed in the prev-
ious part plus additional difficulties with the pre-
diction of the position from the measurement in the
strip detectorB the measured resolution can be con-
sidered only as an upper limit The calculated reso-
lution along the drift coordinate is shown in Fig. 9
for 3 different filters as a function of the drift
distance.

Before discussing the energy measurements
in the drift detector we would like to point out that
the achieved resolution of 18 ixa x 24 fjn in the
detector of the active area of 17 mm x 11 mm corres-
ponds to 4 x 10 resolution (precision) elements.

Fig. 8
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This number of elements was achieved with 41 readout
channeIs.

4. X-Ray Energy Measurement

A drift detector intended mainly for energy
measurement if shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. [4]. Rectify-
ing p+v junctions are concentric rings with a small,
point-like anode at the center. The drift field has
a cylindrical symmetry and electrons drift radially
Coward the anode. The active volume of the detector
has a diameter of 1 cm and the anode capacitance is
only 0.06pF.

A. Energy Resolution at Room Temperature

For the room temperature test the detector
anode was connected to a charge sensitive preampli-
fier realized in hybrid technology on ceramic sub-
strate from where the detector was mechanically sup-
ported. Special attention was paid to keep all stray
input capacitancies at a minimum. Total input capac-
itance was 5pF from which 3pF was the gate capaci-
tance of the first transistor of the preamplifier
(2N4416).

Fig. 11

Fig. 10

Figures 10 and 11 show the spectrum of an
Ara source on linear and logarithmic scales,
respectively. The equivalent noise charge is 110
electrons, corresponding to a FWHM of 930 eV of
energy.

The leakage current was about 3nA. The
shaping was pseudo-gaussian with the peaking time of
250 ns. The short shaping time makes the detector
suitable for high rate applications.

The present improvement in the noise per-
formance compared to the noise performance of 300
electrons reported in Ref. [4] is mainly due to the
decrease of the input capacitance. However, the
detector capacitance is still only one percent of the
total input capacitance and further improvements are
possible by using better matched input transistors.

We have experienced unforseen problems dur-
ing the test of the cylindrical drift detector. The
problem was the parasitic coupling of the positive

Fig. 12

charge of holes collected by rectifying p*v junctions
to the input of the preamplifier. The mechanism of
the coupling can be seen in Fig. 12 where the cylin-
drical detector is shown in the cross section togeth-
er with a 25 um diameter bonding wire which connects
the anode to the preamplifier. The wire has its
geometrical capacitance toward all ring shaped recti-
fying p+v junctions. If a junction which is not
capacitively bypassed to ground receives holes pro-
duced by the ionization event, its potential changes
due to the positive charge of holes. The change of
the junction potential injects positive charge into
the preamplifier through the above mentioned junc-
tion-wire capacitance (dotted capacitor in Fig. 12).

To eliminate this charge injection we have
inserted a grounded Cu-shield between the detector
and the wire. This solution might not be acceptable
in certain applications of the detactor. We are
presently studying the feasibility of producing a
cylindrical detector in which all junctions are by-
passed with capacitors that are formed directly on Lhc.
detector by photolithography (see below in discussion
of self timing).

B. Energy Resolution at Liquid Nitrogen Temperature

The cylindrical detector was cooled down Co
liquid nitrogen temperature to test the electron
transport properties and the energy resolution at low



temperature. The cryogenic and electronic system is
a "conventional" system developed at Lawrence
Berkeley Lab. [8] with the input field effect trans-
istor operating close Co the optimal temperature.
The syste.n has a physical 1000MQ resistor in the
feedback loop which limits its noise performance.
The total input capacitance is again about 5pF, a
mismatch factor of 100.

The equivalent noise charge with a pseudo-
gaussian shaping of peaking tine 3.2 us was 36 elec-
trons. This noise corresponds -o an electronic
energy resolution of 305 eV FWHM. The FWHM of Am
60 keV line (not shown) is 548 eV. The increase of
the line width is consistent with a Fano factor of
0.17. This value should be interpreted only as an
upper limit of Fano factor, because we are not sure
if the Cu-shield was 100% effective in the low tem-
perature geometry. We are now improving the geometry
of the shield and we plan to use a system without a
physical resistor in the feedback to improve the
electronic noise and obtain a better measurement of
the Fano factor .

The other important resuit is the absence
of electron trapping in the material of the detector
at liquid nitrogen temperature. We have compared
positions of 60 keV Am*" peaks obtained at two dif-
ferent electrical potentials imposed on the detector.

i) On Iy a smal1 volume of the detector close to
the anode was .ictive. Electrons traveled on
average only .15 mm to reach the anode.

i i) The full volume of the drift detector was
active. The mean distance traveled by elec-
trons was about 4 mm.

We have not seen any shift in the peak position.
From the statistics of these two measurements we
estimate the electron trapping (0 i 0-1)% for 4 mm
drift length. This is equivalent to saying that the
electron trapping time at liquid nitrogen temperature
is longer than 100 ;is .

C. Practical Biasing of Cylindrical Detectors

It is not practical to connect all ring
shaped p*"v junctions of a cylindrical detector to an
external voltage divider. It is possible to produce
a volcage divider directly at the surface of the
detector to alleviate the connection problem. (This
solution was adopted for the multianode detector.)
The drift field in the cylindrical detector is
achieved automatically by biasing the last p+v junc-
tion of the active detector volume to a sufficiently
high negative potential. The drift field is a direct
consequence of the existence of the maximum voltage
between two ne ighboring rings (or strips) of rect * ey-
ing p+v junctions.

Figure 13, a close-up of Fig. 2, illustrates
this existence. Fig. 13a shows the negative poten-
tial inside the detector close to the surface for a
potential difference between two junctions leas than
the maximal difference shown in Fig. 13b. In Fig.
13a the negative potential decreases in all direc-
tions away from the junction for each point of the
junction. (Heavily doped p+ region of the junction
is obviously at the same potential.) The decrease of
the negative potential corresponds to a potential
barrier for mobile holes in the p+ region of the
junction. The v-type silicon of the detector is
depleted of electrons and there is practically no
current flowing between two junct icna.

If we continue to increase the negative
potential applied o1.. the first junction we arrive at

Fig. 13a

Fig. 13b

a potential configuration shown in Fig. 13b. At this
value of the potential difference between two junc-
tions the hole barrier of the second junction close
to the first one has almost disappeared. If we
increase further the negative potent Lai on the first
junction a disappearing hole barrier at the second
junction allows mobile holes from the p region to
escape. The charge taken away by escaping holes mod-
ifies the potential of the junction in such a way
that the maximum difference is restored.

We have shown that the potential of the
second junction follows the potential of the first
one at the "distance" of the maximum potential dif-
ference. We also see that the third junction follows
the second one etc. (chain effect), and the desirable
potentials are established at all junctions of the
detector drift region.

In actual operation the desirable voltage is
imposed on the last junction of the chain and Che



"high" voltage is imposed on the first junction
through a large resistor ("10-50MQ). The correct
voltages at all junctions are established when there
is a certain amount of the hole chain current flowing
from the last junction to the first one along the
surface of the detector.
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measurement of the arrival time of electrons at the
anode is sufficient.

This is not the case in X-ray detection.
In order to measure also the position in
semiconductor drift detectors the time of X-ray
conversion has to be measured by the detector itself.
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Fig. 15

The method is very similar to one used in
Ref. [9], Figure 15 shows capacitive connections of
all rectifying p+v junctions together at both sides
of the drift detector. One side is connected to the
second preamplifier of the detector (called electrode
amplifier at Fig. 15); the other side is bypassed to
ground.

Electrons created by the conversion of an
X-ray move toward the center plane of the detector
while holes move to the closest surface of the detec-
tor. (We have assumed that the minimum of the poten-
tial energy of electrons is located in the center.)
The movement of electrons and holes across the

Fig. 14

Figure 14 shows the very strong dependence
of the chain current on the average drift field for
linear and cylindrical detectors. It also shows that
the detector leakage current due to electrons flowing
to the anode is independent of the chain (hole)
current.

The advantage of the chain effect biasing
is its simplicity. Its disadvantage is its depen-
dence on the conditions of Si-SiO2 interface and
relatively narrow rang» of drift fields accessible
with the chain biasing.

P. Self Timing of Drift Detectors

In our discussions of the position resolu-
tion in Section 3, we have been concerned with the
detection of minimum ionizing particles. In the
majority of experiments the time when the particle
crosses the drift detector is known from other detec-
tors used in the experiment (typically scintilla-
tors). To measure the position of a particle, the

Fig. 16



detector induces a prompt signal in the preamplifier
which defines the time of X-ray conversion.

Figure 16 displays output waveforms (time
scale 200 ns/div.) of pseudo-gaussian shapi-g
amplifiers which follow two preamplifiers ^i Fig.
15. The ionization effect of X-rays was simulated by
a light pulser. The central trace shows the anode
signal where only the delayed signal is present. The
upper trace is the electrode signal when the light
pulse shines on the top side of the detector, the
lower trace is the electrode signal when the light
pulse shines at the bottom side. All waveforms
confirm our model of charge transport in
semiconductor drift detectors.

We can see that the anode signal has less
noise than the electrode signal which is a conse-
quence of a significantly smaller anode capacitance
compared to the electrode capacitance. Practically,
an electrode signal measures the X-ray conversion
time and an anode signal the electron arrival time
and the X-ray energy.

The position resolution is not as good as
in detection of minimum ionizing particles due to an
additional timing error in the X-ray conversion mea-
surement. For 60 keV X-rays the resolution is of
order 100 urn, depending on the size of the detector.

Conclusions

Silicon drift detectors are reliable and
versatile devices for position and energy measure-
ment. They achieve the following performance para-
meters.

Position resolution for minimum ionizing
particles
a) a = 4 ura under lab conditions
b) o - 11 urn Ln the beam test.
Unambiguous two dimensional position
resolution a = 20 ym in the beam test.
Energy resolution with equivalent noise
charge
a) ENC = 110 electrons at room temperature
b) ENC = 36 electrons at liquid nitrogen
temperature.
The material of the detectors has a Fano
factor smaller or equal to 0.17.
Energy and position measurements are
compatible.

i)

ii)

iii)

iv)
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